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hoW does Matched  
Betting WorK? 
Matched Betting is a way to turn free bets offered by bookmakers into real money.

Bookmakers offer customers signup bonus offers and free bets to get people to bet 
money with them. These bonuses are easy to beat and profit from. The signup bonuses 
have a requirement in terms of how much money you need to bet in total to clear the 
bonus and free up the money so that you can withdraw it. This is called the turnover 
requirement. Matched betting is the method we use to clear the bonuses in a risk 
free way.

Matched Betting eXPLained in 5 stePs

STEP 1 CREATING A BOOKMAKER ACCOUNT AND ACTIVATING THE SIGNUP BONUS

Step 1: You sign up for Bet 365, and get 
a signup bonus of €100 if you deposit 
€100. You deposit the €100 and activate 
the bonus. Next you need to turnover this 
bonus 2 times in order to “win” the bonus 
money. Or in other words you need to bet 
the bonus amount of €100 x 2 = €200. The turnover requirement varies depending on 
the bookmaker and your location. You can find it in the Terms and Conditions of the 
bonus at the boomaker’s website (Read More in Part 2). 

To meet the turnover requirement and win the bonus money, we place matched bets. 
The goal is to breakeven on the bets you place, making them risk free. But for every bet 
you place you get closer to meeting the turnover requirement of the bonus and thus win 
the bonus money. 

There are 3 possible scenarios of what happens with a matched bet. 
A) We make a Profit
B) We make a loss
C) We breakeven

Part 1
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Sometimes we place matched bets which are profitable regardless of the game outcome. 
Sometimes we accept taking a small loss on the game. And sometimes we just breakeven

This is totally fine, if the amount is negligible compared to the €100 bonus. E.g. We place 
10 matched bets, we lose €1 on each bet, €10 in total, but we make €100 profit from the 
bonus. Then our net profit from clearing the bonus is €100 - €10 = €90. 

Next, let’s use a football game in the Premier League as an example for how it works to 
place a matched bet. Liverpool are playing against Manchester United and we are going 
to bet on how many goals there will be in the game. 

STEP 2 PLACING THE BONUS BET AT THE BONUS BOOKMAKER

Step 2: You place a €10 bet at 2.00 in 
odds on there being over 2.5 goals in the 
game. This is called a Bonus Bet, because 
we place it with the bookmaker where we 
have the signup bonus. 

STEP 3 PLACING THE COVER BET AT THE COVER BOOKMAKER

Step 3: You place €10 at 2.00 in odds bet 
on there being under 2.5 goals in the 
game. This is called a Cover Bet, because 
we match our Bonus Bet by betting on the 
opposite result. Basically we are covering 
our losses and thus completing the 
matched bet, which is what we call the combination of the two bets. If you are thinking, 
that 2.5 goals is an impossible score to achieve in a game of football, than that is correct. 
It is also the reason why it is common to use half goals as a bet type. Because there has 
to be either, 3 goals or more or 2 goals or less in a football game. Thus there are two 
possible outcomes on an over / under 2.5 goals bet: over or under.  With our matched 
bet we cover both possible outcomes.
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STEP 4 THE GAME ENDS AND WE MAKE €0 PROFIT ON THE MATCHED BET

Step 4: The game ends 2-2. 
The Bonus Bet won, so you won 2 * €10 = 
€20 - your stake of €10 = €10 profit. 
The Cover Bet lots, so you lost €10. 
€10 - €10 = €0. Making your net profit on 
the 2 bets equal to €0. 

The important thing to note is that regardless of whether the Bonus Bet or the Cover Bet 
won or lost: We would not have lost any money on the bets. So it was completely 
risk free.

However you bet a total of €10 at the Bonus Bookmaker. So you are now €10 closer to 
meeting the turnover requirement of the bonus and winning the €100 bonus money.

STEP 5 KEEP PLACING MATCHED BETS UNTIL YOU HAVE CLEARED THE BONUS

Step 5: We simply repeat this process 
of placing matched bets until we have 
cleared the bonus requirement! Then we 
cash out the €100 bonus money!
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setting uP Your sPorts 
Betting accounts
To do matched betting you will need 2 types of bookmaker accounts. 

1) Accounts with Bonus Bookmakers. 
2) Accounts with Cover Bookmakers.

1   AccountS With BonuS BookMAkerS

Bonus Bookmakers are what we call bookmakers where you get the signup bonuses and 
free bets. For example Bet365, Unibet, Betfair Sportsbook etc. 

Before you signup with any of the Bonus Bookmakers, make sure to google whether you 
can find any signup bonuses. For example google: “Bet365 signup bonus”.

An example of what a signup bonus looks like on the Google results page.

What we call Bonus Bookmakers at Oddshero are also known as “Soft Bookmakers” in 
the industry. They usually have signup bonuses for the majority of countries, but it varies 
from market to market how much they offer. The UK bookies in particular tend to offer 
free bets instead of signup bonuses. But you can still get signup bonuses with some of 
them, like Bet365. This excellent guide from our Partner’s at Trademate Sports explains 
how you set up your accounts with bookmakers. the bookmakers will explain how you 
activate the signup bonus on their website. Make sure to read this before you start 
the signup process at the bookmaker.

Part 2
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There are typically 2 ways of activating the bonus. 1) Find and click on the signup bonus 
offer on their website. This is the case for Bet365. 2) Some bookies like Coolbet have a 
bonus code which you need to enter as part of the sign up process to activate your sign 
up bonus.

If you forget to do it during the signup for Bet365, you can still fix it later as described 
above. 
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the terms and conditions (t&cs) of the signup Bonuses at the 
Bonus Bookmakers

important: Make sure that you read through the Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) of the 
signup bonuses. When you go to your “Set Bonus” page we will ask you to input some of 
this info to help you clear the bonus. There are 6 main things to look out for in the Bonus 
T&Cs: 

1) The maximum bonus amount. E.g. Deposit up to €100 and they give you a bonus 
amount to match your deposit. E.g. You deposit €100, you get a €100 bonus. You 
deposit €50, you get a €50 bonus. It is recommended to wait with depositing into a 
bookie until you can max out the signup bonus. As they are only allowed to give 1 
signup bonus per person.

2) The bonus turnover requirement. This is how much money you need to bet in total 
(turnover) in order to free up and “win” the bonus amount so that it becomes your 
money. Typically it is 3-6x of your deposit amount. In Bet365’s case you first make 
qualifying bets before you unlock the bonus money. It’s slightly different to a standard 
bonus, but we still do the matched betting as usual. Essentially to free the bonus you 
first need to bet €100 to get the bonus and then bet the bet credits of €100 to free up 
the bonus. 
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3) The minimum odds you have to bet on for the bet to count towards your turnover 
requirement. Typically this is between 1.50 - 2.00. For Bet365 it is 1.20 in odds.

4) The time you have to complete the bonus. The standard is 30 days, but some bookies 
also offers longer time periods.

5) Whether you have to bet accas or if singles are allowed. Normally you can bet on 
singles and this is what you want to ensure. Bet365 does not mention anything about 
this specifically, which means that placing single bets is ok. 

6) Whether you can use an eWallet such as Skrill or Neteller or whether you have to 
deposit via bank card. Bet365 says it is ok, if you complete the KYC process first. 
Always complete the KYC process immediately after signing up with a bookmaker. 
This makes the process of withdrawing money a lot easier.

The reason the bookmakers give out these bonuses is because most punters end up 
losing their money before they make the turnover requirement. So the bookie does not 
have to pay out any money. But by using matched betting, we are able to beat the 
bookies at their own game and win the bonus money while theoretically taking 
zero risk in the process!
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2   AccountS With cover BookMAkerS

Cover Bookmakers are what we call the bookmakers which we use to place the Cover 
Bets. These bookmakers typically offer higher odds than the Bonus Bookmakers, thus 
increasing the potential profits from our matched bets. We support a total of 6 Cover 
Bookmakers: Pinnacle, SBO, Betfair Exchange, Matchbook and IBC / Dafabet, where you 
place the cover bets to complete the matched bet.

For the Cover Bookmakers 
we recommend using 
a brokerage such as 
Sportmarket, which gives 
you access to multiple 
bookies and exchanges 
with just one account. 
This makes it a whole lot 
easier for you. You can find 
a link to Sportmarket on 
the “Set Bonus” Page. If you 
only have access to some 
of the Cover Bookmakers, 
you can define your Cover 
Bookmakers on the “Set 
Bonus” page. You can read 
more about the advantages 
of using Sportmarket and another brokerage called BetInAsia in these articles. You can 
check out their websites here: Sportmarket website. BetInAsia website. Note that we are 
affiliates of Sportmarket and BetInAsia, but both services are free to use. So it does not 
cost you anything, but we make a bit extra money which enables us to offer Oddshero to 
you at a low price.

Note that Sportmarket have a minimum deposit of €250.  If you want to get started with 
less capital, you need to use one of the betting exchanges as your cover bookmaker. 
Matchbook has the lowest commission and would therefore be the one I would use 
myself. If you are from the UK, France or US, you will not be able to use Sportmarket. 
Then you would have to use a betting exchange as your cover bookmaker.

https://oddshero.io/en/
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set Bonus
Here we add the bonuses we 
get on the Bonus Bookmakers. 
Bet365 is included in the free 
version of Oddshero, so it is 
easiest to sign up for an account 
and signup bonus there. Once 
we have done so we can add the 
Bet365 bonus inside Oddshero 
on the “Set Bonus” Page, by 
clicking the “Add Bonus” button. 
Next we input the information 
from the Bonus T&Cs into the 
bonus form. 

Part 3
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Once you have successfully added the bonus your Set Bonus Page will look like this:
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Find trades
By now you should have: 

1. Signed up for an account with a Bonus Bookmaker, activated a signup bonus with 
them and deposited money into the account. 

2. Signed up for an account with Sportmarket or one of more of the Cover Bookmakers 
and deposited money into the account. 

3. Added the signup bonus into Oddshero on the Set Bonus Page 

Next it is time to head over to the “Find Trades” Page and start placing some matched 
bets!

Part 4
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First notice the names of the competitions and teams we are going to place our matched 
bet on. In this example we are placing the matched bets on a NBA game between 
Charlotte Hornets and Chicago Bulls.

https://oddshero.io/en/
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On the Bonus Bookmakers we have our signup bonuses and free bets, so we place the 
1st part of the matched bet on every game with them. This is called the “Bonus Bet” 
inside Oddshero. 

https://oddshero.io/en/
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Next we place the 2nd bet at the Cover Bookmaker. This is called the “Cover Bet”.
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how to Place the Bonus Bet at the Bonus Bookmaker

1. We find the right game: Charlotte Hornets vs Chicago Bulls. Note: Americans list 
the home team last and the away team first. Which is the opposite of the rest of the 
world, which is why the teams are reversed in Bet365 compared to Oddshero. For 
the Bonus Bet we are betting on Charlotte Hornets, which is the Home team in this 
game. They are shown first inside Oddshero. 

2. We find the right odds type. In this case we are betting on the Moneyline. The 
Moneyline means that one team will win the game, a draw is not possible. 

3. We find the correct odds for the Bonus Bet, which is Chicago Hornets to win at 
2.30 in odds. We click on this to bring up the bet slip

https://oddshero.io/en/
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We ensure that all of this info matches the info shown inside Oddshero.
1. Check that the odds aligns. It is ok, if the odds does not align perfectly. E.g. we 

show 2.00 and at the bookie shows 1.98. More on this in the explanation of the 
Result Table. 

2. Check the stake size you should place
3. Enter the stake size into the bet slip

a. important 1: Before you proceed to Step 4 and place the bet with Bet365, 
jump over to the section on Placing the Cover Bet, and look up the odds 
of Cover Bet as shown in step 1-4. If the odds is the same, 1.79 as within 
Oddshero or down to 0,10 less than the odds shown: 1.69. If the max odds 
you can find is lower than 1.69 or you can not find the correct odds type, 
click the “Skip this Bet” button and try the next bet instead. 

b. Important 2: Make sure that you have enough money in both the Bonus 
Bookmaker account and the Cover Bookmaker account to place the amount 
shown for both the Bonus Bet and the Cover Bet . If not, you should reduce 
the stake size for both bookies until you do. Also, double check the profits 
table after you have adjusted the stake sizes. You want to get the profits to 
be close to zero or positive. Then you will have a completely risk free bet.

c.  If the Cover Bet odds was 1.69 or higher and you have enough money to place 
both bets, proceed to Step 4 below. If not, click the “Skip this Bet” button and 
try the next bet instead. 

4. Place the bet at Bet365. 
5. Go back to Oddshero and register that you placed the bet at Bet365. If the odds 

at Bet365 was different than the odds in Oddshero, change the odds field to the 
correct odds before you register the trade.

https://oddshero.io/en/
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how to Place the cover Bet at the cover Bookmaker

Step 2 Next we place the Cover Bet. Now we are betting on the away team to win, which is 
Chicago Bulls. 

https://oddshero.io/en/
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Next we open Sportmarket or our Cover Bookmaker to find the bet. 
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1. Luckily Sportmarket have a search field, so we find the game
2. And click on it. Next it will appear at the top of your game list as shown below

1. You can see the game here
2. We find the correct odds type: Moneyline
3. By default Sportmarket only shows the main odds types (also called bet types, 

betting markets or odds markets). But if we click the Add button, we get up more 
alternatives which we can add. 

4. We are looking for the odds on Chicago Bulls, the away team to win the game. So 
we click on the odds to open the betslip.

https://oddshero.io/en/
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1. Click on the photo to make it larger or zoom in, so that you can see better. The 
odds we are looking for is 1.79. 

2. In the time I’ve been writing this guide the odds has decreased at the Cover 
Bookmakers on Sportmarket. Usually when placing a matched bet you will be fast 
enough to place it before the odds change. However, this enables us to explain 
what to do if you are placing a Cover Bet and the odds has changed. We can see 
that the best odds we can get is with Betfair at 1.763. The number above the odds 
is the maximum amount we are allowed to bet at that odds. This is called the max 
bet.  This is lower than the recommended amount in Oddshero as seen in step 4. 

3. Instead we need to place the bet at Matchbook at 1.727 in odds as they allow a 
max bet which is high enough for us to place our Cover Bet. (For Experienced 
Users: You could place two bets, 1st place a Cover Bet at Betfair for €7. And a 2nd 
Cover Bet at Matchbook for €25.7 - €7 = €18,7. For simplicity I would still register 
the odds of Matchbook inside Oddshero in Step 8.) 

4. We find the amount we are betting in Oddshero
5. We enter the amount into Sportmarket
6. Click on the Matchbook odds shown in part 3. This will add it to the top of the 

betslip. 
7. Place the bet. We have now “matched” our Bonus Bet and completed a matched 

bet. 
8. Register that you placed the bet with the odds and amount you actually used in 

Sportmarket to keep track of your profits and losses.
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Step 3 In the Profits Table below you can see the Profits / Losses you will make from the Bonus 
Bet and the Cover Bet depending on the game outcome. The important column here is 
the Profits column, which shows you your profits depending on the outcome.

Having a closer look at the Profits Table we see the following:
1. The 2 possible game outcomes of the (Moneyline) bet. 
2. A) The Home Team Wins 

a. If the Home Team wins, then we will win €26 on the Bonus bet, but we lose 
€25.70 on the Cover Bet. Our Net Profit will be €0.30

3. B) The Away Team Wins. 
a. If the Away Team wins, then we will lose €20 on the Bonus bet, but we win 

€20.30 on the Cover Bet. Our Net Profit will be €0.30.

https://oddshero.io/en/
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scenario a - Making a Profit on the Matched Bet: 

If we got in on the original odds, we would have made a €0,30 profit regardless of the 
game result.

https://oddshero.io/en/
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scenario B - taking a Loss on the Matched Bet: 

You find that the odds has 
changed, which is what 
happened in our case with the 
Chicago Bulls game. Where the 
odds decreased on Chicago 
Bulls to win. 

Inside Oddshero you can adjust 
the odds up and down. Then 
you will see that the profits 
in the Results Table changes. 
When we enter the odds we 
placed the bet at, 1.727, notice 
how the profits of our Cover Bet changes. Because the odds is lower, we are now making 
a small loss on the game. However this is ok. Because even if the Cover Bet loses, we only 
lose €1.32, which is a lot less than the €100 we make by clearing the signup bonus. As a 
rule of thumb - €1.5 is ok. More than that and you should skip the bet and find a new one 
by clicking “Skip this Bet” as shown below.
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scenario c - Breakeven.  
We make a €0 profit on the Matched Bet: 

If you remember our original example of the Premier League game between Liverpool 
and Manchester United, that shows the scenario where we make a €0 profit regardless 
of the game result. 

https://oddshero.io/en/
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changing the stake and adjusting  
the risk of the Matched Bet

We can also change our 
stake size. This affects how 
our our risk is distributed. 
By increasing it with €1, to 
€26.7, we are now taking a 
guaranteed loss on both of 
the bets as shown below:

But we lose less on the Cover 
Bet than with the original 
stake size. oddshero 
optimizes the stake size 
for you, so in general it 
is recommended to not 
change it. If you are an experienced matched bettor and know what you are doing, you 
can adjust it as you see fit. 

it is ok to lose money on Matched Bets if you make a net Profit from the Bonus

There is an old saying that goes along the lines that it is ok to lose a battle if you win the 
war. The same principle applies to Matched Betting. In general we want to aim for at least 
€0 profit on the matched bets we place. But obviously making a profit on each matched 
bet is better. The interesting thing to note is that even if we take a small negative profit 
of €1 on a matched bet, and we need to place a total of 10 matched bets of €50 on each 
game to clear the bonus, we would still make a net profit of €90 even though we lost €1 
on each game. €100 (bonus profit) - €1 (loss on each bet) x 10 (bets)  = €90. 

in Matched Betting it is considered to be acceptable to win 80% of the bonus. So 
if you have a €100 bonus, it is ok to lose €20 on the individual matched bets as our net 
profit will still be €80 when we clear the bonus. If you have plenty of time left to clear the 
bonus you can also be more picky and only choose profitable matched bets so that you 
make more money in the end. Also if you bet with large stake sizes on each matched bet, 
you can clear the bonus in 1-5 bets in total. If you do this, then I would be picky about the 
bets and only chose profitable bets.
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Step 4 Bonus Status

Here you can see an overview of your progress towards clearing the bonus.

1. Bonus Progress: Indicates how much of your bonus turnover 
requirement you have met as a percentage of the total 
amount you need to bet.

2. Bonus: The indicates the bonus amount.
3. Turnover Left: How much money you need to bet to clear 

the signup bonus and win the bonus money.
4. Total Turnover: The total amount of money you have bet on 

the bonus so far. 
5. Profit / Loss: The profits and losses you have made from the 

matched bets you have placed to clear the bonus. 
6. Bonus expires: How much time you have left to clear the 

bonus before it expires. 
7. Odds Range: The minimum to maximum odds you are allowed to bet on for a bet 

to count towards your bonus. Usually the bookies will only have a minimum odds 
here. 

8. My Bets: Takes you to the “My Bets” page where you can find an overview of the 
bets you have placed.

9. Help Button: If you have any questions or need help, you can ask us via the chat 
button in the bottom right corner of Oddshero.
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MY Bets
On the “My Bets” Page you can see an overview of the matched bets you placed. We will 
automatically settle the bets for you. But if you already have the result and are eager to 
get it settled, you can also do it manually by clicking on the bet. You can also manually 
edit the status of the bet in the odd case that we got the wrong score etc. You do this by 
clicking the edit button as shown below. 

Part 5
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BuYing a suBscriPtion
There is a free and a premium version of Oddshero. In the free version you have access to 
only 1 bookie: Bet365. This enables you to make your first profits with Oddshero before 
you have to buy a subscription! Once you have cleared the Bet365 signup bonus, you will 
essentially have made enough profits to finance the next 3+ months of Oddshero and 
still have money left over. You can then reinvest a part of the profits into a subscription 
and continue clearing signup bonuses and free bets with other bookies to make even 
more money. In total we support 60+ Bookmakers. But you will have to check which 
bookmakers you can use from your location. 

Part 6
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hoW to iMProve Your 
Matched Betting sKiLLs 
Further
oddshero Blog

We hope you enjoyed this beginners guide to Matched Betting! You can find more 
articles on our blog to help you along your matched betting journey. 

Add a Final Page: 

Part 7 
Header: How to Improve Your Matched Betting Skills Further
Text:
We hope you enjoyed this beginners guide to Matched Betting! You can find more articles on 
our blog to help you along your matched betting journey. Also check out the Oddshero Youtube 
Channel to watch videos which explain Matched Betting techniques and more advanced 
strategies. 
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oddshero Youtube channel

Also check out the Oddshero Youtube Channel to watch videos which explain Matched 
Betting techniques and more advanced strategies.
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